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CONTRIBUTIONS OF SflOCK-WALrEPIIYSICSTO tlIG1l-PRESSURESTANDARDS

J. N. Pritz

LM Alamos Scientific J,aboratory
University of California, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87S45

AFWTRACT

Obtaining a primary pressure standard by dynamic means is discussed. The evolu-
tion and current state of the copper Hugoniot curve and its reduction to a, iso-
therm is given. Similar, but less complete, considerations arc given for tantalum.

INTRODUCTION

Pressure is the variable of common interest at this conference. It can be meas-
ured in (at least) two ways. Statically, we use the basic.idea of force per unit
area as it is formulated in Pascalts law; dynamically, we use momentum transfer
and its relation to forces as given by Newtonts second law. Complicated stresses,
friction, and yielding with a relatively unknown rheology limit the absolute cletcr-
mination of pressure by the static method. Bridgman [1-3] achieved pressures stat-
ically calibrated up to 10 CPa. Today, any pressure scale extending into pressures
greater than S GPa can, by one route or another, he traced brickto measurements on
a dynamic primary standard. I wish to describe and assess the current status of
the measurements and assumptions involved in obtajnin~ such a primary dynamic stan-
dard, with particular emphasis on the elements copper and tantalum. If we compare
dynamic and static methods of measuring pressure, we see that we replace a compli-
cated stress configuration with a uniaxial stress. Measurement of force and dimen-
sions is replaced by measurement of wave and material velocities. Instead of
relying on strength of materials, inertial confinement is used. These sin]plifica-
tions carry a penalty. The time scale for measurement.sis microseconds and expen-
sive, usually destructive experiments are required. Dynamic methods do not elimi-
nate the problem of having a non-diagonal stress tensor. They do concentrate this
difficulty into one relatively tractable quantity, the difference between the
stress normal to and transverse to the shock wave. This stress difference can have
a profound effect on the structure of waves ijlsoliclmaterials; the magnitude of
these effects depend on the Hugoniot elastic ~imit of the material and whether the
shock velocity of the bulk wave is less than the longitudinal sounc!velocity of
the material. In the latter case the shock wave can split into a precursor and a
following plastic wave. So at low pressures, complicated waves are the :ule and
these must be analyzed with the aid of static and ultrasonic methods. At higher
pressures, particularly when the shock velocity exceeds the longitudinal wave ve-
locity, these effects become perturbations cm the bulk wave, Several general re-
views [4-9] describing shock-wave work and the dynamic pressure measurements have
been published over the past years. A timely review done by Davison and Graham



[10] with an extensive bibliography covering most of the literature up to the
present is near publication.

THE tWNAMIC METIIODOF MEASURING PRESSURE— —.

- Conservation of mass, momentum and energy in a steady wave lcw.dto the equations:

(Vo-wvo=uphs (1), =puupn-])no o s ~ (2), E-l:o=u;/2+ pnoup/Pou~ (3)

The above equations are applicable to a wave traveling into a medium at rest.
Quantities arc specific volume and energy; V, E, initial density, Po; shock and

particle velocity, us, up; and the (positive) :Iormalcomponent of the stress ten-
sor, pn. Hugoniot noted that one could eliminate the velocities from (3) and ol)-
tain a relation solely between the energy and the material varjablcs, stress and
density:

E-Eo= (pn + pno) (V. - v)/2 (4)

If one knows the energy as a functj.onof these vnriablcs, then (4) yields a pn(V)
curve, the locus of states attainable via a steady state wave. One has a new
thermodynamic curve to include with the isotherms and iscntropes of Carnot, the
Hugoniot curve - a path along which the energy is known. The reverse can be done.
Measurement of up and us associated with a wave permit the calculation of the
curve pn(v). Equations (1) and (2) show one great advantage of the dynamic method.
Tbflchanges in volume and pressure arc given directly by the ratio and product.of
the ~mterial and shock velucity respectively. This can be a disadvantage when the
change in volume exceeds the remaining volume. Ailexample is the transformation
to stishovite in silica. A smooth set of-data, Us(up), can degenerate into a
‘tscattergram1’in the P-p plane. However, for most matcri;ls the opposite is true
it takes a very smooth P-p data set to transform into a reasonable Us(up) rela-

tion. To assess the accuracy of an isothermal curve coming from a primary dynamic
standard one needs to consider six items: 1) the accuracy of the measured veloc-
ities, 2) the existence of a steady wave, 3) the thermodynamic states behind the
shock front, 4) a correction for a residual stress deviator, 5) a correction for
the entropy generated in the shock, and 6) a thermal correction from the isentrope
to the isotherm.

EXPERIMENTAL ACCURACY, lIISTORICALCONVERGENCE.—

We shall trace the evolution of the copper Hugoniot curve from 1’3SSto the present.
Not all data sets will be referenced, a much more complete bibliography is given
by Davison and Graham [10]. The data sets we shall describe are similar to each
other; we need a method to show their differences. We choose a base CUIWC Pnb(p).

Then to compare a data set x with the base curve and with other data sets we cal-
cu?,ateand plot: [Pn (P)

?
- pnh(P)]/pnb(P) vs. pr,b(p]” Thus we arc looking at the

stress discrepancies .or a given density, which we choose to represent by the
base-curve pressure at that density. This is the sort of deviation swcone using
the calibration as P vs. p (e.g., X-rays in a diamond cell) wants to know. Be-
cause of the large slope of the p(P) representation of the Hugoniot, it also shows
the shock data in its worst light - but then we arc seeking a way to amplify the
differences. For our base curve we shall choose the copper Hugoniot given by
McQueen et al. [81s P. = 8.93 g/cm3, co = 3.94 km/s, s = 1.489, where the Us(up)
relation is the linear one: us = co + SU ~ rig’.ire1 describes some of the older
data. Only fits to the lata are shown. ?he rtin~cof the experimental pressure is
indicated by the extent of the curve. The earliest work shown is that of Walsh
and Christian [11] (IVC55on the figure). These data were taken with the shock
velocity - free surface velocity method. Rigidity effects were ignored. If they
were taken into account the CorrectiorlWollldimprove agreement with the base



Hugoniot. In-contact
experiments (Rice,
et al. [5]) and flyer-
plate experiments
(McQueen and Marsh
[12]) using a brass
standard are labellec!
R\l\v5Sand ~h160.

These results for
copper were obtained
by the impedance
matching technique on
brass base plat.cs.
The brass standard
had been determined
by the us - Ufs
technique with a cal-
culated correction
for the particle
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Fig.1 Relati\pecopper llu}~oniots,older data.

velocity; These data as shown still contain the 1.2% systcmat.icerror in
writing speed that affected our data prior to 1968. If the correction is applied
a much closer agreement with the base llugoniotis achieved. Some Soviet data was
reported by Al*tshuler, et al. [13,14] and is labelled AKB58 anclAKBT60. Early
Soviet work paralleling that in the U.S. is described in A1’tshuler’s review arti-
cle [7]. In it he discusses the important idea of a symmetri. collision for an
accurate determination of material velocity. The desirability of using this prin-
ciple to do primary measurenlentswas widely recognized throughout the sh~ck-wave
ccwtinunity.In the mid 60*s a large program was undertaken at 1,,’WLto make such
measurements on a variety of standar~>; including copper. A final report of this
effort is given in McQueen et al [8]. It is this data set we are using for our
base Hugoniot. Also at this time, twc-stage light-gas Runs came on the sccnc. in
these devices, the material velocity became the easy and accurate variable to be
measured, since a symmetric impact col]ldbe assured given the relatively gentle
acceleration of the projectile. Data reported by Isbell et al. [15] ol.)tainedin
this method is shown on Fig. 1 and is labelled ISJ68. Figure 2 depicts the cur-
rent state of the Cu Hugoniot. The data labelled AA68 are th~]scof Argous and
Aveil16 [16]. These data were produced by a spherically convergent driver im-
pacting a Cu sample. B!easurementswere us and ufs @ and us respectively in their
paper). The curve labelled LLL is the data of Ncllis and h~.tcbell[161. I am
indebted to th,emfor the use of their data prior to publication. It represents
very precise work using a two-stage gun. The curve labellcd Alt..is Nellisl fit
to the Soviet data. While doing symmetric collisions to det(rmine primary
Hugoniots for C~*.,Fe, U-3%M0, and 2024 Al, the L,ASLgroup also determined the
Hugoniots for each of these materials by the impedance match method using each of
the materials as a standard. Thus there arc 3-indepenclentsecondary determina-
tions of the copper Hugoniot. These are also shown on the figure. WC are using a
very sensitive represer.ation. A lot of the str~lctlrrcin the graph is n conse-
quence of the assumed form of the fit. The AA68 curve stands out in this respect
because a quadratic curve was used ‘* fit the data. If individual data points
were plotted a more ditt~se representation would result. It t.hcnseems more rca-.
sonable to average the data together in the US-UP

variables. The dashed line 3?CIJI’eSeIItS an average
minations, and .thcdash-dot line is an avercge of
carefully refrain from giving the coefficients of
eraging taking into account the relative accuracy
slightly differing densities of the samples w,ould
best overall fit. It is interesting to note that*U——.–—.–A. ..-. . .“

plane, tl,emcmsured experimental
of the impodancc-match clctcr-
thc primary determinations, I
these fits, a more careful av-
of the individual points and the
need to be done to attempt a
the combined primary fit does go.. . * L. .–L*—,— —..--



age probably gives the
copper experimental Hugoniot
in the range 10-400 GPa to 4
* 2% in the P(P) sense. LLL

Figure 3 gives the us-u
E

CUON FE
representation of the L SL 3
[8] and I,L!..[16] tantalum
Ilugoniot. I’heLASL data ~ “
points (26-222 Gl}a)arc >
indicated on the curve and w

were obtained by impedance
matching on copper. The 1
LLL data (S7-430 GPa) are
not explicitly shown, only W ?0
the linear fit in the o

..--————
region spanncx.1by the -

data is indicated. These
data are high-precision
symmetric collisions done
on the two-stage g~un.
The apparent conflict -2 .

in the fits specifically
concerns one LLL data 10 20 40 60 80 100 200 300 500

point vs. the top four p,G~A

points of the LASL data. Fig.2 Relative copper HUgOIILOtS, current data.
The curves in this region
and their standard deviation bands
(.03 km/s) have a gap of about ons ,
standard deviation. The lower LLL
data point lies right on the LASL
fit, and the upper LLL data are
beyond the region where they can ?

be compared directly with LASI,
data. Tantalum has 5 valcncc
electrons around a fil.lcxl4f shell
and because the slope in the LIS-Up
plane is characteristic of the group ~
of electrons that are being com-
pressed, the slope of the us-up
curve c,anchange as the 4f elec-
tron cowes are engaged. Many such
changes in slope were observed by 5

Carter et al. [17] in their ‘w

studies of the rare earths. It iS
‘5

not unreasonable to expect a similar
change in tantalum at the higher
compressions dictated by the larger
number ~f valence electrons. A
change to close-packed ionic-core 4
structure would probably accompany
this change. It would be intcr~
esting to examine the diffraction
pattern from Ta at 1.60 GPa in the
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diamond cell. Of course, it would
be extremely unlikely that all of

o 1 2 3

the conflicts between explosivcly- Up,@:
produced and light-gas gun pro-
duced data can be rosolvcjdby a Fig.3 LLL and LA,SLTa us-up Hugoniot”.



phase change at the data juncture, but there does secm to be some ju:;tificationin
the case of “ra.

The exi.stenccof a steady wave is crucial in applying the jump conditions. A
solid relaxation time of 1’0-12s,a us = 7-10 k,/s,ancla sample thickness of 1 mm
leads to 10s relaxation lengths in an experiment. One would s~em to be totally
safe. however, in the lower pressure re~ime, where elastir.-p].asticflow dominates
and we have a dispersive plastic wave following an elastic precursor, we know we
do not have a steady wave and time dependent phenomena must be taken into account.
As the following wave steepens with increasing press~lrcthis becomes less of a
problcm, and when these waves coalesce into a single steep shock wc expect the
foregoing argument to prevail. Molecular dynamic calculations hy l’saiand
MacDonald [18] (and earlier papers) indicate a Rrowing region hchind the front in
which thcrrnalequilibrium is not completely established. Even though the thermal
energy is dep~sitcd in the longitudinal phonons in a few lattic parameters they
find it takes a long and growing region behind the shock to equilibrate this ener-
gy among all the modes. Recent MD calculations by Holian et al. [19] and Holian
and Straub [20] find that for strong shocks into a material al.finite temperature,
the lattice equilibrates in a few tens of lattice parameters in a constant region
behind the shock. The presence of phonons due to the finite temperature speeds up
the thermal equilibration to match our initial expectations. The presence of ad-
ditional relaxation processes in a real solid can oI~lyincrease the equilibration
rate. The jump conditions can be applied to any two states jn a steady wave, but
in order to make meaningful velocity measurements we require that most of the ma-
terial behind the wave does not have any grad~cnts in pressure and temperature.
Slow variations due to other wave propagation can bc taken into account provided
we are aware of them. Approaches to thermal equilibrium that OCCUT on the same
time scale of the experiment give the most trouble. If they arc very slow, we
measure the metastable state; if they are very fast they occur in a small region
behind the shock front and the final equilibrium state is measured. Ruoff [21]
has suggested that non-equilibrium concentrations of-defects such as vacancies and
dislocations behind the shock can cause deviations from a true equilibrium density
of 2-3% and thus cause overestimation of shock pressures by 20.30%. In the case
of metals a strong plastic shock could probably hc described as a homogeneous nu-
cleation of a very large number of dislocations, so a state immediately behind the
front is like the situation envisaged by Ruoff. The real question is, how long
does this state last? How long until, by mutual annihilation and escape at grain
boundaries, the dislocation density achieves its equilibrium value or one so small
it no Ionger matters? In recovered shock specimens the dislocation density has
not exceeded 1013 cm-2. This also seems to bc the limit that one can obtain by
putting mechanical work into metal. Using this density and Pci.crlstestimate of
one line of atoms for the cxccss volume duc to a dislocation (at O pressure) we
get a fractional excess volume of 0.007% for an atcm diameter of 0.3 nm. For
copper at 100 GPa, dP/P ~ 66p/0, so 6P/P = 0.05%.

RESI!WAL STRESS.—

The prcsencc of a residual stress diffcrcncc between the normal stress and the
transverse stress on the Hugoniot, y = ~n-~]tjis probabl~’the largest current
problem in the reduction of i.IIlugoniatto an isothcwn. In addition to the relax-
ation to an isotropic state the additional stress requires a further thermal cor-
rection to an equivalent fluid Ihlgoniot,P},. Morris and Fritz [22] give this cor-
rection as:

Pn - P},= (zy/3)(1-yy/4]J)/[1-(Y/2V)(V--VI] <s>



In [s] y is the Griineisenparameter, p is the shear modulus and V is the specific
volume. Using the data of Al~tshulcr et al. [23] and assuming that y takes .OI1the
maximum value of the yield stress measured in relief waves, the ratio (pn-pH)/pn
decreases from 4.6% to 1.3’%in the range 20-120 GPa and then rapidly decreases.
Letting y = Y, the full yield strcn~{th,results in an upper bound for this correc-
tion. Wi\aty should bc is onc of the cur~ent.m:ljorproblems in shock wave
physics. Asay and [,ipk.in[24] discllssa way of rcsolvin~ this problcn, that.of
sending WCYCS, both rarcfactions and shocks, into a shocked solid to test its re-
sponse in the shocked state. In the pressure region immediately aho~’cthe
Ilu.goniotelastic limit, the following djffusc plastic wave probably results in a
stress state where y = Y. As the ]]lasticwave steepens as we go up in pressure
there is some evidence that y/Y dccrcascs, and in the single wave regime it is
possible that the homogeneous nuclcfltionof a large number of dislocations dis-
cussed carli.ercan provide the material a path to a state where y is negligible.
These ideas and their possible alternates need to bc checked in the pressure ‘rL’-
gion of interest. This is diffic!~ltexperimentation and only recently has the
ability to measure wave profiles in these hjgllcrpressure ranges become available.
Even if y = O on a primary dynamic standard, neglect of rigidity in calculating
the cross curves for impedance matching can lead to error, particularly in the
case where the impedance of the standard is higl:crthan t}li~t of the unknown sample
(e.g., NaCl on 2024 Al). The slightly steeper s101?cof the cross curve prociuccsa
smaller u in the sample for a given us. This res~lltsin an increased pressure at
a given d~nsity.

—..

THERMAL CORRECTIONS

These have been discussed in detail [8]. ,Wegive numerical examples for Cu and Ta
at 100 GPa. At a fixed density, the drop from 100 Gl)aon the l]ugoniotto the
copper isentrope is 8.5 GPa. For copper (aE/ap)V = V/y has been measured [8] by
the use of porous samples. The value 0.0S6 cnlq/j?f

-———.
10% g.ivcs0.83 GPa unccrtai.nty

in the thermal correcticm. The remaining drop to the isotherm, 1.35 GPa, is ccjn-
trolled by Cv. A 10% uncertainty here leads to i-l GJ]a. Thus for copper the
uncertainty is .97/90.3 = 1.1%. For tantalum, :}]thoutqb(~l;/~P)v(V) has not hcen
measured, assmption of 10% uncertainties in y. and Cv laad to the numbers: 4.68
* .CS, 0.S2 * .0S, and a ~esulting uncertainty of /.~~ cJs,3= 0.6%.

WE OF THE PRIMARY STANDARD.—— —

~laoet al. [25,26] have used the metals Cu, Mo, I’dand Ag as internal standards in
the diamond cell to calibrate the ruby floresccnce scale up to 100 GPa. They have
essentially used the Cu primary standard [8] and t.hrccof its descendants. The
question arises, do any modifications need to bc made? The comp~site clatafor Cu
suggest that the base Hugoniot shoulclbe up i-2%; t.hc rigidity correction, S 4 to
2% depending on the pressure range, will be in the downward dfrcct.ion. The
thermal corrections will not change. Given the present Ilugoniotdata, the static
calibration
prirna.yand
Curl’esW>ll
sometime i.n

of the ruby line is adequate. Mcasuicmcnts of-residual stress on
secondary Hugoniots, and the effects of yield strengths on the cross
require (perhaps) a rcadjllstmentof the calibration, but this will be
the future.
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